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A parameterization for flow separation in a river dune development model
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ABSTRACT: To simulate dune development, a model based on the two-dimensional vertical shallow water
equations is applied to flume conditions. Realistic bedform behaviour of dunes with gentle slopes is obtained:
dunes grow in amplitude, develop into asymmetric features and migrate. Due to a constant eddy viscosity in the
model, flow separation cannot be treated explicitly. Therefore, a parameterization for flow separation is proposed,
based on flume data. A parameterization is derived for the separating streamline, which is the upper boundary
of the flow separation zone, and which can be used as bed level for flow computations. The shape of the flow
separation zone is found to be independent of flow conditions, and is related to the height and local bed angle at
the separation point, and to the angle of the separating streamline at the reattachment point. The parameterization
is in reasonable agreement with flume data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Accurate predictions of water levels during floods in
rivers are essential in order to design an appropri-
ate flood defence system or to determine effects of
changes to the river system. Water levels during floods
are largely influenced by bed roughness in the main
channel of the river, resulting from flow over bed-
forms on the river bed (e.g. dunes, see Fig. 1). Such
dunes develop during floods as a result of the increas-
ing discharge, leading to a roughness with a dynamic
character. The roughness due to river dunes is dynamic
since (1) the roughness increases and decreases during
a flood and (2) the roughness lags the discharge with
maximum dune dimensions occurring later than the
maximum discharge (e.g.Ten Brinke et al. 1999; Julien
et al. 2002).

River dunes cause an increase in hydraulic rough-
ness compared to a situation with flat bed, because they
protrude into the flow producing shear stress and tur-
bulence. Due to the interaction between unidirectional
flow in rivers, and the sediment transport, sinusoidal
bedforms develop into asymmetric dunes with gentle
stoss-sides and steep lee-sides, as explained by Exner
(see Leliavsky 1955, p. 24–26). The lee-side of a dune
may become so steep that the flow cannot follow the
bed surface any longer, forming a flow separation zone
(Fig. 1). When flow is turbulent and viscous (which
is generally the case in rivers, and in the used flume
experiments), the flow separates behind steep dunes

due to an increasing pressure gradient behind the dune
(Chang 1970, Buckles et al. 1984). Avalanching at the
lee-side results in a dune with a brinkpoint and a slope
at the angle of repose which is about 30◦ for sand in
rivers. The turbulence (eddies) generated in the so-
called flow separation zone slows the flow down. This
process is often referred to as form drag and can be
regarded as an additional roughness due to dunes. The
amount of turbulence (and thus roughness) caused by
flow over dunes is strongly related to general flow con-
ditions and the shape and size of the flow separation
zone (see e.g. Vanoni and Hwang 1967).

At present, there is still limited knowledge about
river dunes and the resulting roughness, let alone about
their development during floods. Several researchers
proposed methods to predict dune dimensions (e.g.
dune length and dune height), based on a range of
parameters like flow strength, water depth or sedi-
ment size. Part of the proposed methods are empiri-
cally based (e.g. Julien and Klaassen 1995; Van Rijn
1984), while others are more theoretically based (e.g.
Kennedy 1969; Onda and Hosoda 2004). All these
methods are designed to calculate equilibrium dune
dimensions in steady, uniform flow. In that case a
unique dune height and dune length exist for each spe-
cific combination of flow characteristics and sediment
properties.

Other researchers tried to include the observed
time-lag due to unsteady flow conditions, in their mod-
els to predict dune dimensions (e.g. Allen 1976 and
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a dune in streamwise direction, along with some general characteristics.

Fredsøe 1979). However, as shown by Wilbers (2004),
none of these predictors is able to predict dune dimen-
sions during several floods in the River Rhine in the
Netherlands. Wilbers (2004) developed a calculation
method to predict dune development under unsteady
flow conditions, based on a method proposed by Allen
(1976), in which it is assumed that dunes adapt to
equilibrium dune dimensions (as if steady flow condi-
tions were present) with an exponential relationship.
Dune steepness and bed shear stress are important
parameters in the calculation method and both primary
and superimposed secondary dunes can be predicted.
Although the calculation method is applied with suc-
cess to three sections of the Rhine branches, a major
drawback is that the method is not generally applicable.
For every situation, initial dune dimensions have to be
known and data are required to calibrate the adaptation
constant. Furthermore, the method gives only limited
insight in the physics behind dune development during
floods.

In this paper we describe an approach to simulate
dune development, which is set up to be appropriate.
With this we mean the following. In hydraulic models,
the influence of roughness due to dunes is mostly not
included. We aim to develop an appropriate prediction
method for roughness caused by dunes, which (1) can
be included in hydraulic models, (2) and contains no
unnecessary details in the modelling.

To start with, we only analyze average dune dimen-
sions in our model, despite the fact that dune devel-
opment has a strong stochastic behaviour (see e.g.
Van der Mark et al. 2005). Further, detailed processes
such as vertical sorting (see e.g. Blom and Parker
2004) are not yet included in the model. Our approach
is based on the morphodynamic model of Németh
(2003), which was developed to predict the evolution
of offshore sandwaves.The sandwave behaviour that is
predicted by the model, shows large similarities with
the development of river dunes: when a unidirectional
current is applied, the sandwaves migrate, grow, and
become asymmetric. In this paper we test the applica-
bility of this model to predict dune development under
flume conditions. Since offshore sandwaves have rel-
atively large dimensions (height of about 10 m and
length of about 500 m) flow separation is not likely to
occur in offshore conditions. Therefore, this process
is not included in the model. However, for river dune

development the process of flow separation is very
important.

Various methods exist to enable detailed modelling
of turbulence in the flow separation zone using direct
numerical simulation. For example, Yoon and Patel
(1996) adopted a k − ω turbulence model enabling
a detailed computation of the flow in the separation
eddy. Results were shown to be in general agreement
with the experimental data ofVan Mierlo and De Ruiter
(1988). Stansby and Zhou (1998) showed that the com-
putation of the flow in the separation zone improved
when a non-hydrostatic pressure (instead of hydro-
static) was applied. A disadvantage of such methods
is that they are complicated and require much com-
putational effort. To keep the model appropriate, we
describe an approach to include flow separation in a
parameterized way.

In Section 2 the general model equations are dis-
cussed, followed in Section 3 by an analysis of the
model, including a dimensional- and a stability anal-
ysis. Section 4 discusses the application of the model
to dunes with a gentle slope, for which no flow sepa-
ration occurs. The parameterization of flow separation
is described in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

2 MODEL

The model that is used in this study is described in
detail in Németh et al. (2002), Németh (2003) and
Van den Berg and Van Damme (2005). The model is
based on the model developed by Hulscher (1996).
In this section the most important equations are men-
tioned. For the simulations described in the paper, both
the numerical implementations of Németh (2003) and
Van den Berg and Van Damme (2005) are used. For
future research we focus on the latter implementation
since this approach is more efficient regarding com-
putational effort and has a more appropriate numerical
discretization than the former implementation.

2.1 Flow model

The model is based on the two-dimensional verti-
cal (2DV) shallow water equations. The momentum
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equation in x-direction (divided by water density ρ)
and the continuity equation read:

The velocities in the x- and z- directions are u and
w, respectively. The z-coordinate is directed upwards
from the average bed, which is located at z = 0. The
mean water depth is denoted by H , and the fluctuation
in the average water level is denoted by ζ. This results
in a total water depth of H + h + ζ, where h is the
bottom disturbance on the average flat bottom. Further,
t is time, and g and Av denote the acceleration due
to gravity and the vertical eddy viscosity, respectively.
For more details about the model, the reader is referred
to Van den Berg and Van Damme (2005).

2.2 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions at the water surface (z = H +
ζ) are that there is no flow through the surface, and no
shear stress at the surface:

The boundary condition at the bed surface is that there
is no flow through the boundary:

2.3 Viscosity model and partial slip condition

An eddy viscosity which is constant over the depth
is applied. Since a certain velocity profile is present,
this implies that at the bed both the horizontal and
vertical velocity are not equal to zero. To allow for
a velocity at the bed, but to still impose a friction, a
partial slip condition is introduced using the partial
slip parameter S. The following boundary condition
couples the resistance at the bed with the flow velocity
at the bed (ub):

where τb is the bed shear stress. The slip parame-
ter determines the resistance at the bed. When this
parameter increases, the bed shear stress increases
too. Using this approach, vertical velocity gradients

at the bed and the bed shear stress, which is impor-
tant for sediment transport, are represented correctly.
Soulsby (1990) computed velocity profiles using vari-
ous viscosity profiles over depth and bottom boundary
conditions ranging from full slip to no slip. Results
show that the velocity profiles vary only little for dif-
ferent settings. We believe this approach is appropriate
for our goals.

2.4 Sediment transport model and bed behaviour

Only bedload sediment transport is considered in the
model, since this is assumed to be the main transport
mechanism behind dune development. A general bed
load formula according to Komarova and Hulscher
(2000) is applied:

where Sb is the volumetric bed load transport. The pro-
portionality constant α [s2 m−1] and the nonlinearity
parameter b describe how efficiently the sand particles
are transported by the bed shear stress (Komarova and
Huslcher 2000). The parameter b is analytically deter-
mined as 0.5 [−], and α and the slope parameters λ1
[m2 s−2] and λ2 [−] are expressed by:

where � is the critical Shields parameter modelled
by a constant of 0.047, s is the relative density of
sediment equal to 2.65 and γ is equal to 1 for unidirec-
tional river flow. The grain diameter is denoted by d
[mm] and φs is the friction angle (the angle of repose)
with tan (φs) = 0.6 (i.e. φs ≈ 30◦). The scale factors for
the bed slope mechanism λ1 and λ2 take directly into
account that sand is transported more easily down-
slope than up-slope. The second bed slope factor has
a more diffusive character.

Bed evolution follows from sediment continuity:

3 ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

3.1 Model set-up: parameter settings

The slip parameter, as well as the eddy viscosity, are
parameters which are difficult to estimate. Relation-
ships for offshore conditions are derived by Besio et al.
(2003) which depend on hydraulic conditions and the
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Figure 2. Shear stress distribution over depth in flume
experiment T3 of Van Mierlo and De Ruiter (1988).

roughness of the seabed. For flume or river condi-
tions such relationships do not exist. In the model,
the slip parameter S and the vertical eddy viscosity Av
from Eq. (6) have a direct relation with the velocity
profile. Therefore, measurements of velocity profiles
over a rough flat bed in flume experiment T3 of Van
Mierlo and De Ruiter (1988) are used to calibrate
these parameters. In the experiment, the water depth is
10 cm and the depth-averaged flow velocity is 0.38 m/s
(Fr ≈ 0.38).

Because of the used partial slip condition at the
bottom boundary, no logarithmic velocity profile can
be obtained. Therefore, we calibrate on the general
shape of the velocity profile and on the value of
the bed shear stress (which is important for sediment
transport). Measured values of the turbulent u- and w-
velocities can be used to obtain the measured shear
stress distribution over the water column using:

where the overbar denotes time-averaging (over the
turbulent timescale). The shear stress distribution
shown in Figure 2 is found. For stationary flow,
the shear stress distribution over the depth is lin-
ear (see e.g. Jansen et al. 1994). Linear extrap-
olation to the bed, results in a bed shear stress of
0.51 N/m2. Calibration against the velocity profile and
the bed shear stress results in S = 1.9 × 10−3 m/s and
Av = 1.9 × 10−4 m2/s. Figure 3 shows the comparison
of the modelled and the measured velocity profile.

The parameters that remain to be estimated are the
empirical constants in the sediment transport formula
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Figure 3. Measured and modelled velocity profile.

(Equation (7)). The proportionality constant α is esti-
mated using Equation (8) at 0.3. The sediment trans-
port formula is developed to use in offshore conditions,
and the exact behaviour of the slope parameters λ1 and
λ2 under river or flume conditions is not known.There-
fore, we choose to include only the slope factor with
the most simple form (so λ1, without bed shear stress
dependency) and analyze the results using this approx-
imation. For the grain size a typical value of 3 mm
is used, resulting in λ1 ≈ 6 × 10−3. It should be noted
that this parameter will be changed in Section 3.3, after
considerations based on a dimensional- and a stability
analysis of the model equations.

3.2 Dimensional analysis

In this model, flow and sediment transport are decou-
pled because, in general, changes in the flowfield have
a shorter timescale than morphological changes. This
aspect is checked by performing a dimensional scaling
analysis on the model equations.

Table 1 shows the used scaling parameters. The
length scale δ follows from scaling the momentum
equation (1) using the characteristic scaling parame-
ters from the table. Using the characteristic values for
the parameters U , H and Av discussed in Section 3.1,
this (horizontal) length scale is about 21 meter. A
hydrodynamical timescale (TH ) can be derived from
introducing the scaling parameters in Equation (3):
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Table 1. Scaling of variables.

Parameter Symbol Scale Dimensions

x- coordinate x δ = UH 2

Av
m

z- coordinate z H m
Hor. velocity u U m/s
Vert. velocity w U H

δ
= Av

H m/s
Water surface ζ U 2/g m
Bed shear stress τ AvU

H m2/s
Bed level zb H m

Similarly, a morphodynamical timescale (TM ) can be
deduced from Equation (10) as:

resulting in the following ratio:

For the parameters previously discussed, it follows
that TM /TH ≈ 25, and for typical river conditions
(using same values, but now H ≈ 10 m) this gives
TM /TH ≈ 2.8 × 104. This makes it acceptable to use
a quasi-stationary approach as in the model. It should
be noted that the vertical eddy viscosity also changes
for a larger water depth (i.e. it probably becomes larger
towards the water surface).

3.3 Stability analysis

A linear stability analysis gives the growth rate and
migration velocity of small initial bed disturbances.
The initially fastest growing wave length of bed per-
turbations is often also a good indication for the bed
behaviour on the longer term (see e.g. Van den Berg
and Van Damme 2005). Thus the stability analysis
can give indications whether the model equations can
be applied to flume conditions, and whether real-
istic migration rates and growth rates are found.
Furthermore, the response of the equation to differ-
ent parameter settings can be investigated. The linear
stability analysis is performed both analytically and
numerically, to verify the numerical model results.

For the analytical approach, use is made of the
method of Van Damme and Van den Berg (2005). A
small sine-shaped disturbance of εH with ε << 1 is
imposed on the average flat bed. The effect on the
flow field is analyzed, which can be used to evaluate
sediment transport and bed evolution. Figure 4 shows
the time-independent component of the flow solution
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Figure 4. Residual time-independent flow field over two
identical dunes (sketched at bottom, not to scale). On the
vertical axis is the waterdepth [m], and on the horizontal axis
is the distance along the dune [m]. Unidirectional flow is from
left to right. Image courtesy: Ruud van Damme.

over a small sine-shaped bed disturbance. The basis
instability mechanism is present: sediment is trans-
port uphill. Since unidirectional flow is imposed, we
observe an asymmetric of the cells in flow direction.
For the numerical stability analysis, the numerical
implementation of the model equation of Németh
(2003) is used. This numerical calculation method
solves the model using Chebyshev polynomials for
one solitary dune. Figure 5 shows the results for dif-
ferent values of the parameter λ1. Also results of the
analytical stability analysis are included.

Numerical and analytical computations agree well.
A (constant) migration rate of about 10 m/day is found,
and the growth rate ranges between zero and about
10 m/day. The migration rate is in general agreement
(order of magnitude) with measurements in the Rhine
(Wilbers 2004) and with flume measurements with
floodwaves (Wijbenga andVan Nes 1986). The growth
rate seems a little high compared to the same mea-
surement data. In Figure 5, it can be observed that the
behaviour is different for different values of the slope
parameter λ1. In Section 3.1, a value of 6 × 10−3 for
this slope parameter was derived. When this value is
used in the stability analysis, no growth is found, and
every initial disturbance is flattened out over time. The
formula used to derive the value of λ1 is derived from
an analysis for the modelling of offshore sandwaves,
while in river situations some important scaling factor
are essentially different. From a dimensional analysis
of the sediment transport equation used in the model, it
follows that λ1 scales with a factor Av/(UH ) ≈ 1/200.
Furthermore, in the floodwave flume experiments of
Van Mierlo and De Ruiter (1988) the order of magni-
tude of the observed dune length was about 1 meter.
According to Figure 5 this seems to fit with a value of
λ1 = 6 × 10−5.Therefore, in the following simulations
this value is used.
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Figure 5. Growth rate and migration rate curves for pertur-
bations with different dune lengths. Negative growth rates are
not shown.

4 DUNES WITH GENTLE LEE SLOPES

Flow over a cosine shaped dune with a height of 4 mm
and a length of 2 m is simulated. Initially, the maximum
slope of the bed is about 0.18◦, so no flow separa-
tion is expected (this is expected to occur at an angle
of about 10◦). The average water depth is 10 cm, the
depth averaged flow velocity is 0.38 m/s, and for the
slope parameter λ1 a value of 6 × 10−5 is used. Since
periodic boundary conditions are used, the bedform
length remains constant during the simulations. The
initial flow field for steady flow is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows that the symmetric cosine shape dis-
turbance develops into a more asymmetric profile with
a larger dune height and a steeper lee-side. The dunes
migrates at a velocity of about 8 meters per day, which
is in reasonable agreement with stability analysis and
flume and field measurements (e.g. Wijbenga and Van
Nes 1986 and Wilbers 2004).

Results are shown only initially because longer sim-
ulations fail as a result of numerical method used in
this implementation, which is originally developed for
the simulation of offshore sandwaves. Sandwaves are
more symmetric than river dunes, because they are
formed by an oscillatory tidal motion. In the numeri-
cal method polynomial fitting of functions is used, and
it is difficult to fit a polynomial through an asymmetric
function.

5 DUNES WITH STEEP LEE SLOPES: FLOW
SEPARATION

The numerical method presented in Section 4 does not
allow flow separation. Due to the bed boundary condi-
tion with partial slip, a constant eddy viscosity over the
depth, and a hydrostatic pressure assumption, no flow
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Figure 6. Initial (steady) flow field over a dune with height
of 4 mm and a length of 2 m. Vertical scale is strongly
exaggerated with respect to the horizontal scale.
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Figure 7. Initial bed evolution of a symmetric dune with a
dune height of 4 mm and dune length of 2 m. Vertical scale
is strongly exaggerated with respect to the horizontal scale.

recirculation can occur in the flow field. To model the
process of flow separation appropriately, an approach
to include flow separation in a parameterized way is
discussed.

In this section references are made to flume exper-
iments of various authors. An overview of the general
conditions of these experiments can be found in
Table 2, with in the first column abbreviations for
the different experiments. These abbreviations will be
used in the text.

5.1 Approach and existing parameterizations

Figure 8 shows the results of a flume experiment of
McLean et al. (1999) in which the flow separates over
a steep concrete triangular dune.As a result a flow sep-
aration zone is formed, with a large eddy present in this
zone. The flow separates at a small distance behind the
bedform top and the separating streamline reattaches
at a certain distance downstream on the stoss-side of
the next dune. The formation of the large eddy in the
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flow separation zone is initiated by the large amount
of turbulence at the reattachment point.

The parameterization for flow separation developed
in the current paper is based on the work of Kroy et al.
(2002). They state that in general dune formation and
migration do not depend very sensitively on the details
of the complicated process of flow separation. In their
model for aeolian dune development, an imaginary bed
level is assumed at the boundary of the normal flow
and the flow separation zone. This so-called separat-
ing streamline is parameterized in a form as simple
as possible obeying physically motivated boundary
conditions at the flow separation- and reattachment
point. The separating streamline is used as bed level
for flow computations. So flow details in the flow sep-
aration zone are not computed at all. Effectively, their
approach is to “cut-off” the region with flow separa-
tion from the flow computation. The shear stresses in
the flow separation zone are set to zero, since they are
typically below threshold for sand transport.

In a sense, this approach is similar to the approach
of Niño et al. (2002). In their discrete particle model
applied for both aeolian and underwater dune devel-
opment, the flow separation zone is represented as a
shadow zone with no net sediment transport, due to
the nature of the recirculating flow characteristics of
this zone. With their model they show that the method
to parameterize the flow separation zone as a shadow
zone agrees reasonably well with measurements for
underwater dunes.

Kroy et al. (2002) derive the following function for
the separating streamline (s):
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Figure 9. Parameterization of Kroy et al. (2002) compared
to flume experiment MR5.

where Hs is the height of the bedform at the flow
separation point, α′

s is the local bed angle at the
same point, Ls = xr − xs the length of the separa-
tion zone, where xr is the flow reattachment point,
and x∗ = (x − xs)/Ls ∈ [0, 1]. They estimate Ls based
on a pre-defined maximum slope of the separating
streamline (14◦). The coefficients of the third order
polynomial are determined from boundary conditions
at the flow separation- and reattachment point, and
ensure a continuous bedform shape. The parameteri-
zation of Kroy et al. (2002) is based on computations
of air flow over dunes, and is not validated with
experimental data.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the parameter-
ization of Kroy et al. (2002) to experiment MR5 of
Van Mierlo and De Ruiter (1988). In the figure a com-
puted separating streamline and the zero velocity line
are included (it will be explained later how these lines
are determined). It is clear that the separating stream-
line found with Equation (15) fits the zero velocity
line rather than the separating streamline.

Nelson and Smith (1989) extended the model for
flow over dunes of McLean and Smith (1986), which
is based on boundary layer theory, with the region
of flow separation by including the process of flow
separation via a parameterization of the separating
streamline.The formation of the separation zone influ-
ences the wake formation in the total flow field, and the
developing nonuniform boundary layer downstream of
the reattachment point. In their parameterization they
use the ratio of maximum upstream directed veloc-
ity to the velocity above the lowest wake. So, the
shape of the separating streamline is based on velocity
characteristics. Since our model does not reproduce
these characteristics, this parameterization will not be
analyzed further.

5.2 Zero velocity line and length of the FSZ

Wilbers (2004) analyzed a considerable amount of
flume data (and to a lesser extent river data) with mea-
surements on velocity profiles over various bedforms
that extend into the flow separation zone. The zero
velocity line is the line connecting the points of zero
velocity in the flow separation zone. This line starts at
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the flow separation point and ends at the reattachment
point. Wilbers (2004) showed that the zero velocity
line may be a linear function, which has an angle (αzvl ,
Fig. 10) of −10 ± 1◦, independent of bedform type
and-dimensions and flow conditions.

In Table 2 an overview of data is given for which
the angle of the zero velocity line is analyzed. Partly,
the data comprises the same data as used by Wilbers
(2004). However, some of the data have become avail-
able digitally. Further, some of the data that Wilbers

Ls

Lst

αr

αrb

α's

αs

αzvlαb

αlee

 bed level

zero velocity line

s(x)

Hs = Hb

Hraverage
bed slope

Figure 10. Illustration of the flow separation zone, along
with some definitions. Partly after Wilbers (2004).

Table 2. Data used for parameterization of a separating streamline.

I. Flow conditions II. Bedform specifications
Author *

fw H U Se Fr Type αlee Hd Hb λ Hd/λ Hrel

Parameter ** [m] [m] [m/s] (×10−4) [−] *** [◦] [m] [m] [m] [−] [−]

Ko1a 1.50 0.68 0.59 1.6 0.23 1 −30.0 0.15 0.10 3.75 0.04 0.18
Ko1b 1.50 0.66 0.81 3.6 0.32 1 −30.0 0.15 0.10 3.75 0.04 0.18
Ko2a 1.50 0.68 0.66 2.9 0.26 1 −30.2 0.15 0.13 3.75 0.04 0.18
Ko2b 1.50 0.67 0.66 5.5 0.26 1 −30.2 0.15 0.13 3.75 0.04 0.18
Ko3a 1.50 0.68 0.67 4 0.26 1 −30.0 0.15 0.15 3.75 0.04 0.18
Ko3b 1.50 0.67 0.66 7.4 0.26 1 −30.0 0.15 0.15 3.75 0.04 0.18
BB1 0.30 0.10 0.57 n/a 0.58 2 −31.0 0.05 0.03 0.67 0.07 0.31
MR5 1.50 0.25 0.44 9.6 0.28 1 −25.3 0.08 0.08 1.60 0.05 0.28
MR6 1.50 0.33 0.55 9.5 0.30 1 −25.3 0.08 0.08 1.60 0.05 0.22
ML2 0.90 0.16 0.39 9.5 0.31 1 −29.7 0.04 0.04 0.81 0.05 0.23
ML3 0.90 0.55 0.28 0.82 0.12 1 −29.7 0.04 0.04 0.81 0.05 0.07
ML4 0.90 0.16 0.38 12.2 0.30 1 −29.8 0.04 0.04 0.41 0.10 0.22
ML5 0.90 0.16 0.20 3.6 0.16 1 −29.7 0.04 0.04 0.41 0.10 0.22
ML6 0.90 0.30 0.54 10.2 0.31 1 −29.8 0.04 0.04 0.41 0.10 0.12
ML7 0.90 0.56 0.24 0.9 0.10 1 −29.8 0.04 0.04 0.41 0.10 0.07
Te1 0.50 0.23 0.50 4.75 0.33 1 −38.2 0.06 0.06 0.50 0.13 0.30
Te2 0.50 0.23 0.50 4.75 0.33 1 −38.2 0.06 0.06 0.50 0.13 0.30
NN1 0.30 0.06 0.14 n/a 0.19 3 −90.0 0.02 0.02 n/a n/a 0.34
NN3 0.30 0.11 0.22 n/a 0.22 3 −90.0 0.02 0.02 n/a n/a 0.19
Ne1 0.70 0.20 0.51 n/a 0.37 1 −29.7 0.04 0.04 0.80 0.05 0.21
Bu1 0.61 0.05 0.51 n/a 0.75 4 −31.7 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.20 0.19
Ra1 0.50 1.19 1.31 n/a 0.38 3 −90.0 0.91 0.91 n/a n/a 0.44

* Ko: Kornman (1995); BB: Bennett and Best (1955); MR: Van Mierlo and De Ruiter (1988); ML: McLean et al. (1999); Te:
Termes (1984); NN: Nakagawa and Nezu (1987); N: Nelson et al. (1993); Bu: Buckles et al. (1984); Ra: Raudkivi (1963). **
fw = flume width; H = average waterdepth; U = average flow velocity; Se = energy slope; αlee = angle lee-side (at separation
point); Hd = bedform height; Hb = brinkpoint height; λ = bedform length; Hrel = bedform height relative to waterdepth. ***
Bedform types: 1 = triangular dune; 2 = solid dune; 3 = backward step; 4 = sinuous dune.

used, are not used, since there were no or too few mea-
surements of the reversed flow near the bottom in the
flow separation zone.

The points of zero velocity are found using the
method of Wilbers (2004). Linear regression through
the points of zero velocity yields a line, which, if it
is extrapolated to the bed, gives the points of flow
separation- and reattachment. When the angle of the
zero velocity line is known, the often used ratio
γ = Lst /Hb can be computed. Here Lst is the total length
of the flow separation zone from separation to the
crossing-point with the averaged bed level, and Hb
is the height of the flow separation point, which is
assumed at the brinkpoint (Fig. 10).This ratio is shown
in Table 3, and the ratio is plotted as a function of
the Froude number (Fr = U/

√
gH ) in Figure 11. No

clear relation is found between the total length of the
flow separation zone and the Froude number. This is in
agreement with the statement of Wilbers (2004), that
the shape of the flow separation zone is independent of
flow characteristics. According to Wilbers (2004), the
zero velocity line has an average angle of −10 ± 1◦
with the average bed slope, not only independent
of flow conditions, but also independent of bedform
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characteristics. This should imply a value for γ in the
range between 5.1 and 6.3. However, in Figure 11 it
can be observed that the value of γ has a larger range.

In their aeolian dune development model, Kroy et al.
(2002) use a value of 6 for γ (which they state is known
from many numerical calculations at high Reynolds
numbers). Niño et al. (2002) use a value of −14◦ as
angle for the (linear) zero velocity line, implying a
value of 4 for γ . Parsons et al. (2004) have shown with
numerical computations for flow over aeolian dunes,
that, in general, the length of the separation zone varied
from 3 to 15 times the dune height and increased over
taller, steeper dunes.

Figure 12 shows the relation between the local bed
angle at the brinkpoint of the dune (αb, Fig. 10) and
the total length of the flow separation zone (Lst). There
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Figure 11. Dependency of the length of the flow separation
zone on the Froude number.
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Figure 12. Relation between the total length of the flow
separation zone and the local bed slope at the brinkpoint of
the dune. BB1 and Bu1 are excluded from the plot, since no
clear brinkpoint is present in those experiments.

seems to be a clear relation between the variables. The
length of the separation zone increases for increasing
bed angle at the separation point. In Figure 12, line
“A” represents a linear regression function through all
shown data. In line “B” the data of Termes (1984) and
Nelson et al. (1993) are excluded. This is either due to
few measurement points in the flow separation zone
(the former), or due to inaccurate data (the latter).
Backward steps are also excluded from this regres-
sion, since we are mostly interested in the behaviour
over triangular shaped (asymmetric) bedforms. It is
surprising that both regression functions are almost
the same, but line “B” has a much higher coefficient
of determination. We find the following function for
estimating the length of the flow separation zone, when
the brinkpoint and the local bed angle at this point are
known:

In short, it is shown that the length of the flow sep-
aration zone is indeed independent of general flow
conditions as shown by Wilbers (2004). Further, a
relationship is found between the length of the flow
separation zone, and the local bed angle at brinkpoint.
For larger bed angles at this point, the flow separa-
tion zone extends further downstream. In the following
sections, the separating streamline is determined and
parameterized. To estimate the flow separation zone
length, the ratio γ derived in this section is used to
compute the flow reattachment point.

5.3 Determination of the separating streamline

For most experimental data from Table 2, profiles of
horizontal velocities are available extending from the
bed to the water surface, which are averaged over typi-
cal turbulent timescales (see e.g. McLean et al. 1999).
Unfortunately, only flume data were detailed enough
to use for the parameterization, requiring details of the
velocity profile in the flow separation zone.

Because a recirculation eddy is present in the flow
separation zone it is assumed that, in the flow sep-
aration zone, at each location along the bed the net
discharge trough a vertical cross-section is zero (i.e.
there is an equal discharge above and under the point
of zero velocity). Based on this assumption, the height
of the separating streamline (zsep, the z-coordinate of
circled points in Fig. 9) is found from:

where z is the height from the bottom zb. Flow velocity
at the bed is assumed to be zero, and the available
velocity measurements are linearly interpolated.
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A different approach is to assume that above the
flow separation zone, the discharge is equal to the
specific discharge at the separation point:
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Figure 13. Computed points of separating streamline and
regression through this line for experiment ML5 (top) and
BB1 (bottom).

Table 3. Separation zone characteristics.

I. Zero velocity line and FSZ dimensions II. Separating streamline
Author

αzvl β Hs Ls Lst γ αb αs α′
s αr αrb

Parameter ** [◦] [−] [mm] [−] [m] [−] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦]

Ko1a −11.25 0.14 69.6 0.31 0.35 3.57 −9.03 −18.71 7.46 −22.08 2.62
Ko1b −11.13 0.12 72.4 0.32 0.37 3.75 −9.03 −18.83 7.71 −21.69 2.62
Ko2a −8.35 0.09 97.0 0.54 0.66 5.16 −4.50 −21.84 13.48 −18.80 2.64
Ko2b −9.69 0.02 120.0 0.60 0.70 5.49 −4.50 −20.50 10.80 −20.88 2.64
Ko3a −9.28 0.04 132.6 0.68 0.81 5.41 0.00 −20.70 11.41 −15.34 2.46
Ko3b −9.40 0.05 128.9 0.66 0.78 5.19 0.00 −20.58 11.17 −21.76 2.65
BB1 −9.67 0.00 32.5 0.15 0.19 5.87 11.62 * −21.29 11.62 −26.30 11.32
MR5 −9.21 0.02 79.0 0.45 0.49 5.90 0.00 −16.04 6.84 −23.69 5.09
MR6 −8.73 0.06 69.8 0.42 0.45 5.51 0.00 −16.52 7.79 −21.23 5.09
ML2 −8.86 0.03 36.3 0.21 0.23 5.83 1.04 −20.89 12.04 −19.26 2.96
ML3 −8.74 0.03 35.8 0.21 0.23 5.82 1.04 −21.01 12.27 −14.99 2.96
ML4 −5.91 0.09 29.9 0.18 0.29 7.23 4.54 −23.86 17.95 −22.85 10.57
ML5 −7.78 0.05 34.9 0.18 0.26 6.38 4.54 −21.95 14.18 −24.18 10.57
ML6 −6.82 0.09 30.2 0.17 0.25 6.31 4.54 −22.95 16.12 −24.34 8.25
ML7 −6.95 0.08 31.2 0.17 0.26 6.41 4.54 −22.82 15.87 −24.04 7.13
Te1 −10.38 0.09 44.6 0.24 0.24 3.86 0.00 −27.84 17.45 −9.03 0.00
Te2 −8.69 0.07 45.9 0.30 0.30 4.77 0.00 −29.53 20.85 −19.84 0.00
NN1 −7.46 0.00 19.0 0.15 0.15 7.25 n/a n/a 0.00 −15.64 0.00
NN3 −7.90 0.00 17.2 0.12 0.12 6.20 n/a n/a 0.00 −17.40 0.00
Ne1 −11.19 0.12 29.0 0.14 0.15 3.67 3.29 −18.56 7.37 −26.90 2.15
Bu1 −10.36 0.00 6.5 0.02 0.04 5.49 10.99 * −21.36 10.99 −28.07 29.14
Ra1 −6.15 0.00 878.8 8.16 8.16 8.92 n/a n/a 0.00 −14.69 0.00

* Brinkpoint assumed; ** See Figure 10 for definitions of angles, and γ = Lst/Hb; β = xs/(xs + Ls).

where zsep is the unknown variable, zs is the level of the
water surface, and qs is the specific discharge [m2/s]
at the flow separation point.

Applying this formula to the data does not seem
to work very well. This may be explained by the fact
that towards the surface less measurements are avail-
able and for some experiments the water surface level
is not known. The method using Equation (18) needs
an accurate computation of specific discharge at the
separation point. Small deviations in the computed
discharge can result in a large deviation from the sep-
arating streamline, since near to the flow separation
zone, velocities are smaller than towards the surface.
Equation (17) does not require a computation of the
specific discharge and can be applied directly. This
equation is used in the analysis presented here. The
computated points on the separating streamline for two
flume experiments are shown in Figure 13, and the flow
separation zone characteristics for other flume exper-
iments are shown in Table 3. In the figure, the zero
velocity line is included, giving the flow separation-
and reattachment point.

Figure 13 shows that the position where the flow
separates (xs) does not necessarily coincide with the
brinkpoint. Apparently, the flow needs some distance
to separate from the bed. In Table 3, the parameter β
gives the ratio between the location of the separation
point along the dune and the total length of the flow
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separation zone. The ratio is a measure for the relative
distance of the separation point from the top of the
dune; when this ratio is small, the point of flow sepa-
ration is just after the bedform top. In cases where no
clearly defined brinkpoint is present (BB1 and Bu1)
the flow separates at the point where the angle of the
lee-side is about −31◦ (see Table 2).

In performing regression to compute the separating
streamline, the points of flow separation- and reattach-
ment are included in the regression (Fig. 13). The sep-
arating streamline is not fitted through the brinkpoint,
although this is expected to be flow separation point. It
is observed that the angle of the separating streamline
at the separation point shows symmetry with respect
to the zero velocity line: α′

s = αs − αzvl (Fig. 10). The
results of the separating streamline found from regres-
sion using this approach, are included in Figure 13 for
two of the experiments. When the regression line is
known, the angle at which the separating streamline
reattaches at the bed (αr) can be computed. The results
are included in Table 3.

5.4 Parameterization of the separating
streamline

We want to find a parameterization for the separat-
ing streamline such that the new bed level connects
smoothly at the flow separation point. Further, it was
found in the previous section that the separating
streamline reattaches on the stoss side of the next
dune at a certain angle. This gives us the following
regression function for the separating streamline s(x):
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Figure 14. Parameterization of the separating streamline.
Dashed lines are the regression functions based on the data.
Solid line represent the parameterization for the same tests.

where x is the streamwise coordinate along the dune,
and xs is the x−location of separation point. The
coefficients s0 and s1 can are determined using charac-
teristics at the flow separation point, which is assumed
to be at the brinkpoint (x = xb):

The total length of the flow separation zone (Lst) can
be estimated independent of flow conditions, using
Equation (16). The reattachment point can then be
found as the crossing-point between the bed and the
zero velocity line (Fig. 10).We impose a constant angle
of the separating streamline at the reattachment point
(x = xr):

This is a main difference from the method of Kroy
et al. (2002); they assumed smooth connection at the
reattachment point on the flat bottom behind a dune.
Using the conditions at the reattachment point gives:

where Hsep = (Hb − Hr) and αsep = (αb + αr).
Figure 14 shows the comparison of the separat-

ing streamlines computed from regression (see Sec-
tion 5.3), and those found with the parameterization
presented here, for five of the analyzed flume experi-
ments. In the parameterization we use: αr = −25◦ for
dunes, and αr = −16◦ for backward facing steps. The
deviations near the separation point result from the
determination of the separation point by extrapolating
the zero velocity line to the bed (see e.g. Fig. 13a).
However, Figure 14 shows that the parameterization
still fits well to the data, especially towards the reat-
tachment point. For experiments with a negative bed
angle at the brinkpoint (experiments of Kornman) the
parameterization fits the data to a lesser extent.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A morphodynamic model, originally developed for
the simulation of offshore sand waves, is success-
fully recalibrated to use it for the simulation of river
dunes (under steady flume conditions). An initial soli-
tary sine-shaped bed disturbance grows in amplitude,
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develops into an asymmetric feature and migrates.
Results are shown to be in agreement with linear sta-
bility analysis and with flume and river measurements.

Since flow separation cannot be treated explicitly
in the model, a parameterization for flow separation is
proposed. Thereto, the separating streamline is param-
eterized, using a relationship between the length of the
flow separation zone and the local bed slope at the flow
separation point. The separating streamline connects
smoothly at the separation point, and it is assumed that
the angle of the separating streamline at the reattach-
ment point can be taken as a constant value of −25◦
for dunes.The parameterization is in reasonable agree-
ment with data of flow over various types of bedforms
with different characteristics.

Future work involves including this parameteriza-
tion in a new numerical method based on the model
equations described in this paper (Van den Berg and
Van Damme 2005). In addition, a parameterization of
sediment transport in the flow separation zone will be
developed. Results of the dune development model,
such as bedform height and length, and dimensions
of the flow separation zone can be used to estimate
the roughness caused by dunes. This information can
be used in hydraulic models, to improve water level
predictions during floods.
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